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Dear CAC Members,
  As if the Sherwood West scenario was not already a bad idea, the current agenda (CAC
Meeting #13, March 2, 2023) descends to a new low. While I am not surprised that the City of
Sherwood does not have the necessary funds on hand to complete the initial infrastructure
details (reference “Infrastructure Funding Strategy Preliminary Draft” / “Infrastructure
Funding Gap Analysis” in the Agenda), I am disturbed to read that increased property taxes,
whether direct or indirect via bonds, are on the table for discussion.
  Even though these tax considerations are ranked after increased developer fees, once
considered raising our taxes is thereafter so very tempting to pursue.
 
  I have written previous comments expressing my disapproval of the entire Sherwood West
project, so I need to not repeat all of those points again. Still, looking at the North district, I
maintain that there is no need for any business or industrial development at all. If we need
more housing, that is one thing. But business space? Sherwood currently has dozens of
existing business structures that are vacant. In addition, there is other open land in and
around town that are better suited for business development and use. Let the North district
remain agricultural land, as we indeed do need more of that, now and into the future.
 
  Back to Sherwood West overall, I urge the City of Sherwood to not venture in the direction of
using property tax means (including GO bonds), Supplemental SDCs, or LIDs to finance any
parts of the project (see “Funding Toolkit and Strategy”). I will certainly vote against any and
all of these, and I will make swift plans to sell my house and move away if any of these
mechanisms become reality.
 
  Thank you for your time and consideration,

-       Brian Belet
 
17770 SW Nels Drive
Sherwood, OR 97140

-- 
Brian Belet
beletbrian@gmail.com
www.BeletMusic.com
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Comments for March 2, 2023 CAC and TAC meetings 
Brian Fields  
Resident of Eastview Road 
Sherwood West Urban Reserve 
 
The infrastructure funding gap analysis provided with this meeting’s agenda reiterates the need 
for Washington County to fund the proposed Elwert Road improvement.  Table 3 in the 
meeting packet suggests the County is excepted to a provide a major portion of the costs 
associated with the Elwert Road improvements.  If County funding is to be this important, then 
the city respecting Washington County interests and treating the County a valued stakeholder 
and partner is important. 
 
One obvious County interest is in maintaining and improving the regional transportation 
network. Therefore, the City should work in collaboration with the county to ensure this need is 
reflected in the plan. 
 
Two roundabouts and a diversion of one mile, total, to the west and back will slow and backup 
north south traffic.  In addition, the proposed re-alignment will have a negative impact on 
livability for properties west of Elwert Road.  This includes existing residents both within the 
current urban reserve and residents further west on Edy Road.  Edy provides our primary 
connection to Sherwood and Hwy 99.  Also, this impact will be felt by future residents too.  
Residents in this area would need to navigate two round abouts and divert south and then 
north again to access the existing Edy Road and Hwy 99 intersection.   
 
I have heard it stated in several CAC meetings that the new alignment would be less costly than 
improving the current alignment.  However, the gap analysis clearly states that the Chicken 
Creek crossings were not accounted for in the funding analysis.  How can the City conclude that 
re-alignment would cost less if an analysis of both approaches is not presented?  In addition, 
even if improving the current alignment can be demonstrated as more costly, that does not 
mean an improved current alignment would not be more beneficial.  Sherwood will be better 
off, moving regional traffic through efficiently as opposed to having gridlock and slow traffic.  
Please consider that the impact of an inefficient Elwert Road spill over to Hwy 99 and impacts 
all residents of Sherwood. 
 
The environmental impact on Chicken Creek is not analyzed.  The new alignment would mean 
two new crossings over Chicken Creek.  It seems like it would be better for Chicken Creek to 
have the already existing crossings improved to have less impact.  Why despoil new areas as 
opposed to remediating already impacted areas? 
 
Page 19 of the map Concept Plan & District Land Use Themes of the online packet reflects a 
zoning proposal that will box in future transportation infrastructure improvement choices.  The 
designation on the Southwest corner of the current Elwert and Edy Road intersection of 
Medium Density and Cottage Cluster housing will limit alignment flexibility if this development 
occurs prior to Elwert Road improvement.  I urge you to consider the decisions which led to the 



placement of the eastern border of the Providence Medical Center at the intersection of Edy 
Road and Hwy 99.  This past decision to approve the construction of the eastern side of this 
building so close to Edy Road has limited the possible improvements to this major intersection.  
Likewise, I urge Sherwood to not develop such a dense use too quickly, before Elwert is 
improved.  Currently one of the positive features of the current land use offers for Elwert 
improvement, is that so much of its extent is undeveloped on either the immediate east or 
west.  Learn the lesson of the Edy Road and Hwy 99 intersections.  Don’t forestall your options 
prematurely. 
 
I would like to conclude by reiterating that Sherwood should propose an Elwert Road alignment 
in collaboration with the county.  Respect Washington County as a partner and important 
stakeholder.  Respect the residents on Edy Road, west of Elwert Road.  Have a vision to make 
Elwert an efficient regional connector part of the Concept Plan.  Improving traffic flow will help 
to make the greater Sherwood area more livable and improve Washington County’s ability to 
fund the concept plan.   
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My name is Dennis Christen, property owner at 18201 SW Edy Road in
Sherwood.
 
This email is intended as general  Citizen Comment for the Community Advisory
Committee Meeting to be held on Thursday, March 2nd, 2023 at Sherwood City
Hall.
 
As a property owner, I am in favor of the City of Sherwood making a request to
Metro to expand the Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) to include all (or part) of
the area commonly known as Sherwood West. The 18201 SW Edy Road
property is designated in the Sherwood West urban reserve for consideration
and for addition into the Metro region’s Urban Growth Boundary (UGB), and
motivated to move the land into the UGB for prompt urbanization and
development of additional housing.
 
My rationale in favor of bringing Sherwood West and specifically the 18201 SW
Edy Road property into the UGB for residential housing development is as
follows:
 
•          There are current housing developments nearby, Oregon Trail to the
east and the former Mandel property, currently developed to the south, across
Edy Road on SW Copper Terrace.
•          This property is currently under contract for residential property
development. With Sherwood experiencing an annual population growth rate
of ~3-8%, the City is experiencing a shortage of land available for affordable
family housing. (Source: Sherwood West Concept Plan)
•          The most recent Housing Needs Analysis  for the City shows that
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Sherwood is short on housing in every zone within the City over the next 20
years. In total Sherwood is short 608 housing units. (Source: City of Sherwood
Planning Department)
•          The COVID pandemic has exacerbated the need and dwindling supply of
affordable housing in Sherwood, and now local families are being priced out of
the market, including young families and older people on fixed incomes.
•          The property is located across Edy Road from the Ridges Elementary
School. Based on walking proximity to the school, the site is well positioned for
additional affordable residential housing for local families. 
•          Infrastructure is in place, the city has already built a sidewalk on our
property for citizens to use for crossing Edy Road over to the housing
development and Ridges school on SW Copper Terrace. The utilities required
for development on our property are in place on/under Edy Road, water,
sewer, natural gas and electric service.
 
Conclusion:  I am in support of the Draft Concept Plan Map Summary dated
January 5, 2023 concept that designates the 18201 SW Edy Road property for
residential development.  As stated in the Sherwood West Concept Plan,
increasing the land supply for residential development in a thoughtful manner
is one way to help relieve this increasing upward price pressure and ensure
that our community remains vibrant and affordable.
Sincerely,
Dennis Christen
18201 SW Edy Road
Sherwood, OR 97140
503 681 0307
 
c: Chris & Verena Schmidt,  Jack Kearney,  Gerritt Rosenthal
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